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Elayne Rapping, professor emerita of American studies and media studies at SUNY Buffalo, is the author of "Law and Justi

The death of Elizabeth Taylor — one of the great movie stars of the Golden Age of Hol
century celebrity culture. The Hollywood studio system with its methods of contractin
their images, when the entertainment media consisted of perhaps several big “movie 
reporters, is now a thing of the past.

In those more innocent days stars were larger than life icons of glamour and idealizat
their failings and foibles, while certainly noted and often notable, were not subject to 
and ubiquity of today’s entertainment media. Today, paparazzi and amateur cell phon
photographers hound celebrities day and night, as they shop for groceries or walk the
Their every indiscretion, their every moment of private embarrassment or excess is bl
instant international sensationalism as the whole world watches — indeed can’t take i
it.

But is it harder today to be a celebrity? Should we cry for these unfortunate hounded 
hardly think so. 

As much as they moan about it, all this media exposure, more often than not, is a care
it can and do. When is the last time you saw Keanu Reeves in public or heard a rumor

But most choose not to take that modest route. And why should they? Look at the am
recent on-air meltdown.The more bizarre and outrageous his behavior, the bigger his
it for all it’s worth, even going on tour as a kind of modern day side show, as eager voy
even a rumor that CBS may be open to hiring him back. Winning. 

So no, it is not harder to be a celebrity today. But the meaning of celebrity has certain
nostalgic for the old days when Liz Taylor’s luminous face on magazine covers maske
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Is It Harder to Be a Celebrity Now? 

In Hollywood's golden age, stars were sheltered by the movie studios. That's not true anymore.
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